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The Operation Imprezza Virtual Super Marathon
Think you couldn’t take part in a marathon? Now you can!!
If you can walk, run, jog, swim, cycle, horse ride, row or just amble gently along we invite you to join
us in this challenge. Our Virtual Super Marathon will combine all the distances achieved from
everyone taking part as we try to cover the distance to Kenya and back – 13,000 miles – as many
times as possible!
Operation Imprezza
We are Operation Imprezza, a small UK registered charity based in Teignmouth, Devon. Since 2003
we have supported Imprezza Academy in Western Kenya. This school provides secondary education
to teenagers, many of them orphans, who cannot pay the fees needed for a state school and would
have no other chance of a better life. Imprezza is absolutely committed to equal opportunities for all,
open to any tribe, nationality, language or religion. In one of the poorest parts of Kenya where many
do not even get one meal a day, a school where pupils are both educated and fed is life-changing.
Already more than 2,000 former students have successful careers and businesses and the numbers
keep growing.
Our Target
Last year the Imprezza Academy’s 23 year old second-hand car finally wore out so we hope to raise
£35,000 to purchase a new vehicle which can cope with the unmade roads and potholes of the
Kenyan bush. In a remote rural area a vehicle is essential to transport people and supplies. It is vital
for running the on-site agricultural project which helps feed the students and
generates income. Emergency life-saving trips to the hospital 70 miles
away for cases of malaria, snake bites, epilepsy, tetanus and traumatic
injury depend on having a vehicle available. During the Covid pandemic
while all schools were closed it was the only way to keep in touch with
students to continue their education and keep them safe.
How to join the Virtual Super Marathon
Imprezza Academy in Kenya is 6500 miles from Devon. Whether you can manage one mile or a
hundred and be sponsored to do it you can add to the distance we cover together. Schools are
helping and we are inviting active clubs and organisations to join in. So far the youngest participant is
2 years old and the oldest is 86!
To find out more about Imprezza or this event do look at our website www.operation-imprezza.org
To sign up to participate go to:
www.virginmoneygiving.com/fund/ImprezzaVirtualSuperMarathon

Or you can access this site via the QR code

For any questions email info@operation-imprezza.org or ring Bob Cross 07944 662889 or Mike
Anthony 07484 102133.
We do hope you will join us – thank you.

